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Sea Surface Signal Extraction for Photon-Counting
LiDAR Data: A General Method by Dual-Signal

Unmixing Parameters
Zhen Wen , Xinming Tang , Guoyuan Li , Bo Ai , Guanghui Wang, Jiaqi Yao , and Fan Mo

Abstract—The ice, cloud, and land elevation satellite-2 (ICESat-
2) is the only satellite that produces photon-counting light detection
and ranging data, and is equipped with the advanced topographic
laser altimeter system. ICESat-2 provides sea surface height prod-
uct; however, its approach of the product is unsuitable for areas
with sub-surface signals. Conventional denoising methods applied
to sea surface photon data of variable density involve the use of
different empirical parameters. Considering the distribution of sea
surface signal photons, we propose a general open-source method
using a dual-signal unmixing parameter (DSUMP), which incorpo-
rates the Gaussian distribution of dual-signal peaks to determine
the sea surface range. This method facilitates the direct extraction
of sea surface photons under various observation conditions—day
or night, strong or weak beams, and including or excluding seabed
photons—without requiring any variable parameters. The eleva-
tion error by DSUMP within 0.1m accounts for more than 97%. The
mean absolute error is within 0.01 m compared to sea surface pho-
tons obtained via manual extraction. Different model parameters
show stable denoising accuracy, only affects operating efficiency.
The proposed method introduces a novel denoising technique for
extracting sea surface elevation from ICESat-2 altimetry data, and
its applicability can be extended to various point cloud data with
similar distributions.

Index Terms—Gaussian mixture model, ICESat-2, photon-
counting light detection and ranging (LiDAR), point cloud
denoising, sea surface height.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S EA surface height is a key oceanographic parameter, and
is utilized in models of ocean circulation and tides as well

as tsunami warnings. Long-term tide gauge measurements are
a major source of data for studying relative sea level changes
in coastal waters [1]; however, owing to the limited number of
gauge stations, this type of data is unsuitable for large-scale and
high-resolution observations. Passive reflectometry and inter-
ferometry systems have been proposed as an alternative [2], and
global navigation satellite system reflection (GNSS-R) technol-
ogy has been shown to provide reliable data for determining
sea surface height [3]. This includes shore-based [4], space-
based [5], and satellite-based [6], [7] data, which are mainly
limited by the location of the receiver. Furthermore, satellite
radar altimeters, such as the TOPEX/Poseidon [8], Jason-1/2 [9],
and Envisat [10] altimeters, have been used in sea surface height
acquisition. Although radar altimeters have high observation
accuracy in terms of sea surface measurements, they operate at a
large scale and provide low resolution data. The ice, cloud, and
land elevation satellite-2 (ICESat-2) was successfully launched
in 2018, and provides a new technical approach for sea surface
height acquisition [11].

The objective of the ICESat-2 mission was to provide ele-
vational data for ice sheets and vegetation canopies, as well as
provide topographic measurements of cities, lakes, reservoirs,
oceans, and land surfaces. The Level2 data product (ATL03)
combines the photon time-of-flight with the satellite position
and attitude to determine the photon location (i.e., latitude,
longitude, and elevation) detected by ATLAS [12]. The Level3A
data products were processed from Level2 data, and includes
glacier and ice sheet, vegetation canopy, ocean surface, and
inland water heights [11]. ATL12, the ocean surface height
product [13], comprises specific length-scale surface height and
estimates of height distribution, roughness, surface slope, and
apparent reflectance. ICESat-2 is widely used in oceanography
to detect and measure changes in sea surface height [14] and
to calculate significant wave height [15], peak wavelength, and
period of ocean waves [16], making it an important data source
for oceanographic measurements [17]. ICESat-2 single track
can recover the marine geoid at wavelengths >20 km which is
similar to the best radar altimeter data [18].

The utilization of data from ATL03 to ATL12 has been rela-
tively low for the following reasons.
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1) Weak Beam With a Low Signal: ATL12 primarily uses
three strong beams of level 2 products as input signals.

2) Ocean Subsurface Signal: Submarine signals create ver-
tical double peaks owing to the high energy of ATLAS,
and automatic separation of the sea surface and submarine
signals is difficult.

3) Strong Sunlight Background Noise: Data acquired during
the day has a low signal-to-noise ratio, making denoising
difficult. In general, although a denoising method [19] can
achieve good results when submarine signals are excluded,
but it is difficult to set a common threshold.

There are researchers to select the most appropriate surface
detection methods for different scenarios, but the method is
not suitable for the above conditions [20]. The official ATL12
extraction of sea-surface signals mainly involves determining
the photon distribution range of the sea surface using statistical
histograms. However, this method becomes unsuitable when
submarine signals are present. Consequently, the application
scenarios of ATL12 data are limited, and reliable and general
automatic separation models for surface and submarine signals
are lacking. Currently, methods for separating submarine and sea
surface signals rely on statistical histograms, which delineate the
range of high-density photons based on experience [21], [22].
Typically, an automatic processing method first determines the
peak of sea surface signals and then uses a buffer distance to
determine the range; however, these distances are uncertain, and
are 3–5 times the standard deviation [23], [24] or a fixed value
[25], [26]. There is a lack of general methods for analyzing data
with different densities and conditions.

Sea surface height exhibits periodic fluctuations and limited
variations within a range; consequently, sea surface signal
photons are highly concentrated within a certain elevation
range compared with photons associated with land elevation.
Accordingly, in this article, a general open-source signal
extraction method was developed to extract sea surface
signals with strong or weak noise. This method addresses
the shortcomings traditional denoising methods, such as
density-based clustering methods and Gaussian filtering, which
rely on variable empirical parameters, and effectively extracts
sea-surface photons even in the presence of submarine signals.
The extraction results were verified using a high-confidence
product from ATL03 and manual extraction, and evaluated
quantitatively and qualitatively. Moreover, we analyzed the
influence of horizontal and vertical bins on the accuracy and
efficiency of range extraction. Notably, the dual-signal unmixing
parameter (DSUMP) algorithm effectively extracted sea-surface
photons under diverse observation conditions without any
variable parameters, including day and night, strong and weak
beams, and inclusion or exclusion of seabed photons. The
greatest advantage of this method is its universal applicability
and robustness compared with other algorithms. The results of
our assessment indicated that the method is stable in regions
with different photon densities and can be widely applied.

II. DATA AND METHODS

The DSUMP algorithm was used to separate the sea surface
from noise photons and other weaker signals. Parameters were

Fig. 1. Data analysis framework.

calculated by finding the maximum value of the statistical his-
togram area associated with the Gaussian curve and adding an
attenuation parameter to the area, which decays exponentially
with the distance from the Gaussian peak. The dual-signals refer
to the seabed signals and the sea surface signals in the case where
the data including these two signals, the noise signals and the
sea surface signals in the case where there are only sea surface
signals. Therefore, the method is applicable in both cases, in-
cluding and excluding submarine signals. The framework of this
article, including the data, model, validation, and application, is
shown in Fig. 1.

The ICESat-2 data are publicly available from the National
Snow and Ice Data Center. Geolocated photon data (ATL03)
were obtained online (https://nsidc.org/data/atl03). The core
code and the results of this article are available at https://github.
com/wen-zhen/DSUMP.

A. ICESat-2 Data

The ICESat-2 and ATLAS instruments use photon-counting
light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and ancillary systems to
perform three main measurements: time-of-flight of photons
from ATLAS to Earth and back; pointing vectors of photons
as they are transmitted by ATLAS; and position in space when
the photon is recorded. ATLAS emits green (532-nm) 10-kHz
laser pulses approximately every 0.7 m along the track. Each
emitted laser pulse is split by a diffractive optical element in
ATLAS, producing six individual beams arranged in three pairs.
Each pair of beams is emitted at different energies (the energy
ratio between the weak and strong beams is approximately 1:4).
The distance between strong-strong beams or weak-weak beams
in the cross-track direction is approximately 3.3 km, and the
distance between strong and weak beams in the along-track
direction is approximately 2.5 km [11].

ATL03 is a Level2 product generated by the data products
of Precision Orbit Determination, Precision Pointing Determi-
nation, and ATL02, and which contains the geolocation ellip-
soidal heights of photon events downlinked from ATLAS. These

https://nsidc.org/data/atl03
https://github.com/wen-zhen/DSUMP
https://github.com/wen-zhen/DSUMP
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTED DATA

Fig. 2. Distribution of the data over longitude 111.5°E to 112.5°E and latitude
15.5°N to 17.5°N. The red line is the data track of ATL03 and the red photons
the approximate location of the data.

heights are corrected for certain geophysical phenomena (e.g.,
atmospheric refraction and tides) and are classified as likely
signal photon events or possible background photon events
with four levels of confidence [12]. The experimental data are
mainly distributed in low-latitude areas, without ice sheets, in
the South China Sea, and in areas near some islands and reefs.
The data selected to test the efficacy of our method included
day or night and strong or weak beams, as well as data that
included or excluded submarine photons. The data are presented
in Table I and Fig. 2. We analyzed the density of the selected
data, and separated signal and noise by manually labeling the
data. The values of total density, signal density, noise density,
and signal-noise-ratio (SNR) are given in Table II. The unit of
density is the number of photons per distance along the track
(pts/m). The density of the selected data ranged from 0.69 to 5.8
pts/m, and the SNR was between 0.35 and 44.8, indicating that
the selected data can be considered representative.

The data were mainly from the Xisha Islands (see Fig. 2),
one of the four major archipelagos in the South China Sea.
The main body of the Xisha Islands comprises the Crescent
and Amphitrite Groups. The island area is approximately 10
km2, the total coastline is 518 km long, and the sea area exceeds

TABLE II
DATA DENSITY

500 000 km2. The water was clear, and the diffusion attenuation
coefficient was relatively small.

B. DSUMP Denoising Method

Traditional methods based on data density [19], [27], [28],
images [29], and histograms [13], [23] cannot split sea surface
and bottom signals. The method used here overcomes this lim-
itation by adopting an unmixing parameter as the central basis
and utilizes the Gaussian fitting model [30], [31], [32]. Relevant
applications of photon-counting LiDAR data in the field of sea
surface detection have developed rapidly and achieved remark-
able results. Sea surface data extraction generally uses empirical
parameters, such as filtering methods. The following processes
are involved in the DSUMP method and its verification.

1) The vertical distance of the maximum photon number
distribution was determined using histogram statistics.
Sea surface extraction was divided into two parts for
processing, and unmixing was performed separately.

2) The Gaussian fitting model was used as the kernel for
the DSUMP. Dual Gaussian peaks are considered to have
subparameter limiting conditions: the relevant parameters
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decay exponentially with increasing distance, and the
weak Gaussian peak is smaller than the strong Gaussian
peak.

3) The extraction results were verified and analyzed. The
model was verified using ATL03 high-confidence photons,
sea surface signals, and manual extraction. The influence
of the horizontal and vertical bins on the extraction of the
upper and lower boundaries was assessed to verify the
robustness of the model.

4) An application test was conducted, in which the model
was applied to different situations, such as strong or weak
beams and areas with different SNR, including or exclud-
ing seabed photons.

Photons within the spatial segment (a photon distribution
perpendicular to the track) form a double-peak histogram, with
the PDP near the sea surface and the SDP near the seafloor [22].
However, DSUMP remains effective even when the photons are
regarded as having a Gaussian distribution (secondary Gaussian
peak) that excluding the seabed signal, which confirms that the
unmixing parameters are general.

The sea surface and sea bottom are separated by double-signal
unmixing parameters, and the sea surface and sea bottom (or
noise) are regarded as the primary Gaussian peak (PGP) and
secondary Gaussian peak (SGP), respectively, which correspond
to strong and weak signals of the photon double-layer, where
SGP is the elevation corresponding to the peak value of the
Gaussian formed on the sea surface, and PGP is the elevation
corresponding to the peak value of the Gaussian distribution
formed by underwater photons. The graphical meaning of the
parameter is the sum of the areas of the histogram generated by
the Gaussian curve covering the statistical histogram, consider-
ing the distance to the Gaussian peak

UMyj =
n∑

i=0

CGij × biny
edtp

, j = 1, 2 (1)

y = zmin, zmin + biny,+zmin + 2× biny, · · ·, zmax.
(2)

The index of an unmixing parameter is calculated in (1). edtp

is an attenuation parameter that is greater than 0. It is a weight
parameter, and its purpose is to weaken the related statistical
histogram far from the Gaussian peak. The closer to the Gaussian
peak, the smaller the edtp and the larger the e-dtp; that is, the
smaller the attenuation coefficient, the greater the weight. Thus,
the elevation obtained by the maximum value of the statistical
histogram area is correct when the Gaussian peak is misclassi-
fied. If there is no attenuation parameter—for example, when
the division value divides the photons of the sea surface—the
elevation obtained by argmax will decrease and an incorrect
segmentation result will be obtained. UMyj is the parameter of
the correlation area covered by a single Gaussian peak, where j
is the primary or SGP and represents the PGP or SGP when j is
1 or 2; y is the elevation value (i.e., the assumed segmentation
elevation in the calculation process) used to calculate UMyj; biny
is the vertical split distance parameter, and 0.1 m is the interval
used to obtain unmixing parameter more accurately [21]. It is
difficult to describe the distribution characteristics of photons if

the interval is too small, and noise signals may be introduced
if the interval is too large. Only a common interval (0.1 m)
was used in the algorithm to display the experimental results
[21]. In principle, the algorithm is universally applicable across
intervals. i is the bin number for all the ranges when biny is
determined. The calculation of y is shown in (2), where zmax and
zmin are the maximum and minimum photon elevation values,
respectively. e is a natural constant in physical optics, reflecting
the relationship between reflectivity and water depth [33], [34].
CGij is the Gaussian peak correlation area parameter after the
Gaussian fitting of a single biny, which includes some limiting
rules because the PGP contains a strong signal and is much larger
than the SGP, as shown in (3). dtp is the distance from each biny
to the PGP or SGP, which is the distance from the photon to
the two peaks when y is determined. The calculation of these
parameters is shown in (4) and (5)

CGij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
j = 1

{
Cij , Cij < gs

ij

gs
ij
, Cij > gspj

j = 2

{
Cij , Cij < gsp

j

gs
ij
, Cij > gspj and Cij < gsp1

(3)

where gsij is the Gaussian fitting value for a biny, gspj is the fitted
primary and SGP (the PGP when j is 1), and Cij is the height of
a single statistical histogram. This method considers Cij as CGij

when Cij< gsij, and gsij as CGij when Cij> gspj. The constraint
condition was added (Cij < gsp1) when calculating the sub-
Gaussian peak time, which indicated that SGP was smaller than
PGP

dtp =

{|zmax − zj − (len (Cij)− i)× biny| , a or b
|zj − zmin − i× biny| , c or d (4)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

j = 1and bgs = bgs1, a

j = 2and bgs = bgs2, b

j = 1and bgs = bgs2, c

j = 2and bgs = bgs1, d

. (5)

CGij, as calculated in (3), reflects the true area of the related
histogram covered by the two Gaussian peaks; however, the
greater the distance from the Gaussian peak, the greater the
probability of noise. Therefore, an exponential attenuation is
added to the parameter. The area of the histogram involved in the
summation decays exponentially as dtp increases. zj is the water
depth at the Gaussian peak, and len is a parameter for calculating
the length of Cij. The conditions were set as shown in (5) to
calculate dtp considering the relative positions of the PGP and
SGP. The values of the upper and lower ranges of the sea surface
require two-parameter calculations (with the maximum value
obtained from the statistical value as the boundary) because the
positions of the main Gaussian peaks are different. The upper
surface was obtained by calculating the unmixing parameter
above the sea surface (denoted bgs1), and the lower surface was
obtained by calculating the unmixing parameter below the sea
surface (denoted bgs2).

In the process of calculating the upper and lower surfaces of
the photons on the sea surface, the PGP is always part of the
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Fig. 3. Data are regarded as two Gaussian distributions including bottom
signals; the bottom noises are regarded as a distribution when there are no bottom
signals. PGD: And SGD are the primary and secondary Gaussian distribution
fitting curves, respectively. The yellow area involved in the calculation is the area
covered by Gaussian curve, which will decay exponentially from the Gaussian
peak to both sides. Variables are defined in the equations in the text. (a) Logic
of the parameter. (b) Result of the logic.

photons on the sea surface. However, the relative positions of
the SGPs are different. When calculating the upper value of the
sea surface, the SGP is on the right side of the PGP, but when
calculating the lower value of the sea surface, it is on the left
side. However, the number of bins ranged from zmin to zmax;
therefore, we adopted different strategies when calculating the
distance. For the Gaussian peak on the left (i.e., cases a and b),
a is the PGP when calculating the upper value of photons, and
b is the SGP when calculating the lower value), using zmin as
the benchmark. For the Gaussian peak on the right (i.e., cases
c and d), c is the PGP when calculating the lower limit of the
photons, and d is the SGP when calculating the upper limit of
the photons), using zmax as the benchmark. Thus, (4) and (5)
help calculate the distance between each bin of the statistical
histogram and the Gaussian peak

SE = argmax (UMy1 + UMy2) . (6)

Finally, the optimal segmented elevation (SE) value was de-
termined from the area of the correlation histogram covered by
two exponentially attenuated Gaussian peaks, as shown in (6).
We hypothesized that an elevation value must exist that separates
the noise from the sea surface and maximizes the obtained UMyi;
the argmax function obtains the elevation when UMyi is at its
maximum. The logical results of this method are shown in Fig. 3.

In applying this model, errors will arise when using the same
elevation value to divide photons in a large range, owing to the

inclination of the sea surface. Therefore, a finite bin (0.005 in
latitude, approximately 500 m) was used to divide the data in
the latitude direction to further extract the sea surface photon
data. The results of a demonstration of the method are shown
in Fig. 4. The bin division only affects the operating efficiency
of the program and does not reduce the efficiency of the sea
surface extraction results, which are discussed in detail in the
Discussion.

A particular bin (the demonstration in Fig. 4. is 0.005 in
latitude, approximately 500 m) was used to divide the data in
the latitudinal direction to further extract the sea surface photon
data, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We took area A as an example to
illustrate these steps. First, we calculated the largest density of
photons with respect to elevation, as shown in Fig. 4(b), and
the water depth at which the largest density of photons was
found to be 3.727 m. We then calculated the upper and lower
unmixing parameters. The sea surface-submarine dual-Gaussian
results are shown in Fig. 4(c) (left), with a magnified view (right)
showing the elevation value; the upper unmixing parameter
value was 5.428 m. Similarly, the lower unmixing parameter
value was 2.227 m [see Fig. 4(d)]. The above steps were repeated
for the six regions, a–f, shown in Fig. 4(a), and the results are
shown in Fig. 4(e).

III. RESULTS

The following techniques were used to verify the DSUMP
method qualitatively and quantitatively: Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN, a density-
based clustering method) [35], histogram statistical method
(HSM, the method used to produce ATL12) [13], ATL03 high-
confidence labels (HCLs) [12] and Gaussian fitting (GSF) [21].
The DBSCAN method mainly relies on two empirical param-
eters: the scanning radius (eps) and the minimum number of
included points (minPts). Starting with an unvisited point, it
finds all nearby points within an eps distance, and if the number
of nearby points is greater than minPts, the point is marked as a
signal point. In our evaluation of DSUMP, the scanning radius
was 1 m, and the minPts of different data were determined
manually for verification. The HSM was used in the process
of ATL12 production at a certain bin in the vertical direction
to extract the sea surface, and the value of the signal in the
histogram was greater than the median of the histogram. As the
median is typically zero, zero was moved from the histogram,
and we subsequently extracted the signal range using a median
multiple (MM) value of the histograms, where the histograms
are greater than the MM. The vertical bin was 0.1 m in the
experiment, and the MMs of the different data varied. The HCL
method classifies each photon event as either a likely signal
photon event or a background photon event, and provides a
confidence assessment of these classifications (0: noise, 1: added
to pad likely signal photon events, 2: low confidence signal,
3: medium confidence signal, 4: high confidence signal), the
specific value range should be adjusted empirically according to
different data. The GSF regards the data as having a Gaussian
distribution in the vertical direction, and the range of sea surface
photons is 3 × standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of DSUMP. (a) Green line is the data segment, approx-
imately 500 m. (b) Vertical axis is the number of photons, and the horizontal
axis the number of bins, the width of each bin is 0.1 m. (c)–(e) Blue dots are
photon events for all confidence levels, red dots are photon events from DSUMP,
green line is the unmixing elevation, which is UMy1+UMy2 in (6). (a) Photon
data divided horizontally. (b) Elevation of the maximum photon distribution.
(c) Upper surface unmixing value. (d) Lower surface unmixing value. (e) Result
of the demo.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF DSUMP–PHOTONS

The reason for selecting the DBSCAN method was its rep-
resentation of point-based algorithms. The intention was to
demonstrate that the point-density-based algorithm simultane-
ously extracts surface and seabed photons, although further
determination of the range is necessary. Empirical parameters
such as the radius and photon number vary with photon den-
sity. Although the official confidence label of ATL03 does not
explicitly extract sea surface photons (due to the ambiguity
and division of the ground photon into several confidence lev-
els), sea surface photons could still be determined (excluding
seabed signals) based on the confidence level. However, when
submarine signals were present, such as data whose NO is
1, 3, or 6 in Table I even if the confidence level is 4, the
sea surface and seabed photons cannot be directly separated.
Furthermore, the HCL cannot distinguish between sea-surface
and sea-bottom photons in the presence of a seabed photon.
The empirical parameters of the GSF method are necessary,
and include a range of sea surface photons (e.g., 5 m) both
above and below the maximum photon elevation value as the
calculation area. However, this approach is not suitable if the
sea surface elevation difference exceeds a certain range. Thus,
these methods cannot be applied when seabed signals are
present.

We used Precision, Recall, F1, and IOU to test the algorithm;
however, owing to the high photon density on the sea surface,
the parameters will be very high even if misclassified photons
are generated. As given in Table III, we propose to use other
parameters to enable practical application.

To verify the accuracy of the DSUMP method, we compared
it with a traditional method that involves manual labeling. The
manual range of signal photons was marked at a distance of
500 m. To verify model stability, the ATL03 data were divided
into eight types according to strong or weak beam (R/L), day
or night (D/N), and including or excluding submarine photons
(I/E) (L-D-I, L-D-E, R-D-I, R-D-E, L-N-I, L-N-E, R-N-I, R-
D-E).Two examples are provided for each type of data, and
all data are given in Table I. Because the laser spot size of
ATL03 was approximately 10 m, the latitude bin was set to
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF DSUMP-QUANTITATIVE

TABLE V
EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS OF TRADITIONAL METHOD (WITHOUT UNDERSEA

SIGNALS)

0.0001 (approximately 10 m) to count the median elevation
in the vertical direction as the elevation. The maximum error
(ME), mean absolute error (MAE), and the photon ratio less
than 0.1 m (RLT01), and that less than 0.01 ms (RLT001) were
used to evaluate the accuracies of different methods, including
DBSCAN, HSM, HCL, GSF, and DSUMP. The performance
of the model is given in Table IV and Fig. 6. Three of the
five methods we compared (HSM, HCL, and DBSCAN) require
manually entered parameters.

The results given in Table IV indicate that HSM, DSUMP, and
HCL yield good results when submarine photons were excluded;
however, the DBSCAN algorithm ignores many signal photons,
resulting in low accuracy. The three methods (DBSCAN, HSM,
and HCL) must be adjusted manually to achieve optimal results.
The empirical parameters are given in Table V. The parameters
of DBSCAN, HSM, and HCL are the number of photons within
a distance of 1 m, MM, and confidence level, respectively.
However, in DSUMP, the empirical parameters did not need to
be adjusted, and the same parameters are used for all data. The
MAE was within 0.01 m, and the RLT01 was over 97% across
all conditions. The three methods remove noise while retaining
signals, and two types of signals, including submarine photons,
were retained in the data (see Fig. 5). Although automatic
separation of the two Gaussian peaks, that is, separating the
sea surface signal from the sea bottom, is difficult, DSUMP
effectively solved this problem even when the two signals were

closely spaced (see Fig. 6). This shows that submarine signals
do not induce prominent errors in sea-surface signal extraction.
The results obtained from the 16 datasets indicate that the
DSUMP method effectively extracts sea-surface signals with
high precision and stability and without the need for manual
parameters.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Special Case

The presence of double signals is the default condition for
this method; however, signal photons above the sea surface
were not present in some nighttime data (such as No. 16).
In such cases, the unmixing operation above the sea surface
can divide the original signal into two parts (see Fig. 7).
The first test was conducted to address this special situation.
All photons within a certain buffer zone, such as 2 m (the
signal width generally does not exceed 2 m) were consid-
ered signal photons if no photons were observed outside the
buffer.

B. Parameters of DSUMP

The method uses the same bin of elevation and latitude
for all data; the elevation bin is 0.1 m, and the latitude bin
is 0.5 (approximately 0.5 km). According to the analysis of
the DSUMP principle that the sea-surface signal consistently
clustered within a certain distance regardless of the setting value,
the unmixing parameters were obtained based on elevation,
with the maximum correlation area of the fitting curve being
unaffected by the bin size. As shown in the histogram, the
maximum and minimum values and width of the histogram vary,
and differences persist in the statistical value of the histogram,
ensuring the accuracy of the results. The efficiency and accuracy
of different parameters were calculated by taking the no. 1
data as an example. Different parameters yielded good results,
although the efficiency fluctuated (see Table VI). The efficiency
of the method decreased as the bin size decreased for a piece of
data.
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Fig. 5. Results of four methods (including bottom signals). Blue dots are
photon events for all confidence levels; red dots are photon events from
HSM, HCL, DBSCAN, and GSF. (a) HSM (data: NO 3, the parameter is 10).
(b) DBSCAN (Data: NO 8, the parameter is 2). (c) HCL (data: No 13, the
confidence is 4). (d) GSF (data: no 6, σ = 3).

TABLE VI
EFFECT OF SPACE ON EFFICIENCY AND ACCURACY

Fig. 6. Results of DSUMP for all types. Blue dots are photon events for all
confidence levels and red dots are photon events from DSUMP. The indicated
types are given in Table I.

The optimal parameters can be obtained using the Grid-
SearchCV autotuning method [36] within a certain range of
parameters. However, the verification of the data (see Table VI)
demonstrate that the parameters of the results have little effect
on accuracy. Here, MAE describes the true level of error, which
was within 0.02 m. Therefore, the parameter has little effect on
practical applications. ME is an accidental event that may vary
with the interval and involves the junction of the sea surface
and seabed signals, which generates random errors and does not
affect the overall application.
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Fig. 7. Misclassification when there are no photons above the sea surface.
Blue dots are photon events for all confidence levels, red dots are photon events
under this condition.

V. CONCLUSION

The sea surface signal extraction method for photon-counting
LiDAR with DSUMP is applicable to data with different densi-
ties and SNR, and achieves automatic extraction without expe-
rience parameters. The DSUMP method combines a Gaussian
fitting curve and histogram statistics to construct an unmixing
parameter related to the Gaussian coverage area to separate the
noise and signals. The ME, MAE, and RLT series indicators
quantitatively evaluated the sea-surface signal extraction results
by calculating the median signal photon elevation. The RLT01
was as high as 97%, and the MAE was within 0.01 m in all
conditions, demonstrating that the method has high precision
and strong stability. This method can accurately extract sea
surface signal photons and provides a new denoising technique
for data with such characteristics. Considering its stability, the
DSUMP method can potentially find widespread application.

Although the accuracy and stability of the method meet the
application requirements, the efficiency is not high because the
method fits Gaussian curves at all bins, and the program runs
at single-core and single-process levels. Technical means such
as multicore and multiprocess will be adopted in the future to
improve efficiency. Eight categories and 16 datasets were used
to verify the accuracy of the proposed method. Although the
range of the SNR of the data involved is wide and the categories
include all types of conditions, further application of more data
is still necessary to prove the applicability of this method. The
method will provide a new process for sea surface photons of
ICESat-2 ATL03 and other data with similar distribution.
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